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Abstract We present a robust beamforming scheme for collabo- In this paper, we focus on the design and evaluation of a
rative multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) orthogonal frequency beamforming scheme that is robust against CSI mismatches
division multiplexing (OFDM) wireless systems. Optimum collabora- and applicable to practical collaborative wireless systems.
tive transmit beamforming requires knowledge of channel state infor-
mation (CSI) at the transmitters (collaborative nodes). In practice, Wetconsdera dsrb eranission model na
however; exact knowledge of CSI is not available at the transmitters. network of nodes can cooperatively form a virtual antenna
To mitigate the effects of the channel mismatch, we consider a max- array to transmit a common message to a remote receiver.
min beamforming design approach for collaborative transmission Our aim is to extend the max-min robust beamforming de-
by maximizing the minimum (worst-case) received signal-to-noise sign approach of [8] into a multiple-input multiple-output
ratio (SNR) within a predefined uncertainty region at each OFDM sIgn a rohoofr[8] ento a multiple-iple-Outpu
subcarrier In addition, several subcarrier power allocation strategies (MIMO) orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
are investigated to further improve the performance of collaborative framework for collaborative transmission systems. The robust
systems. beamformer is designed to provide the best performance in

worst-case scenario by maximizing the minimum received
I. INTRODUCTION SNR within a predefined uncertainty set associated with the

current CSI estimate. The robust design takes full advantage of
Distributed nodes in wireless networks are required to trans- the available estimated eigenmodes of the channel while the

mit to or receive from a remote location. Most often, the com- nonrobust design uses only the maximum one. In addition,
munication range is limited by the transmission power level several subcarrier power allocation strategies are investigated
of the individual network nodes. In this energy-constrained to further improve the performance of collaborative systems.
network, cooperative communication techniques can greatly Numerical simulation results show that the robust beamformer
increase the energy efficiency and range of communication. offers improved performance over the nonrobust beamformers
One technique of cooperative communication that has re- and power allocation strategies among subcarriers further
cently received great attention is collaborative or distributed improve the system performance.
beamforming [1]-[4]. Indeed, collaborative beamforming can The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
produce up to an M-fold increase in signal-to-noise ratio describes a system model for MIMO-OFDM systems using
(SNR) for a network of M distributed nodes. collaborative transmission. In Section III, a robust beamform-

Recent studies on collaborative beamforming are based ing scheme based on worst-case performance optimization
on simple channel and system models. In addition, accurate is introduced. Section IV describes simple power allocation
knowledge of channel state information (CSI) is assumed to strategies. Numerical simulation results are presented in Sec-
be available at the transmitters (collaborative nodes), typically tion V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
through channel feedback. In a practical situation, however, the
transmitters cannot have exact knowledge of instantaneous CSI II. SYSTEM MODEL
due to the time-varying characteristics of channels, channel We consider an N-subcarrier OFDM based distributed wire-
estimation error, and delay in channel feedback. In such a less system consisting of a network of Mt nodes that transmits
situation, a robust design is required to mitigate the effect a common message to a distant receiver with Mr antennas.
of CSI uncertainties. There are two different robust design Assuming that each node is equipped with a single antenna,
approaches. In the Bayesian approach, the statistics of the error a virtual MIMO-OFDM system can be used to model the
are utilized to design robust beamformers (e.g., [5], [6]). In the distributed communication system as shown in Fig. 1. In this
max-min approach, robust beamformers are designed based on paper, we assume that all nodes are perfectly synchronized
the worst-case performance optimization (e.g., [7], [8]). with each other and data are shared a priori among nodes. At

the kth subcarrier of the mth node, the complex message signal
This work was supported by InterDigital Canada Ltee, by the Natural s(k) iS first modulated by the transmit vector w(m)(k)=

Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC) of Canada, and by rg(m) i,) W(in() w()(in)]/T of length P (P > M )
the Partnerships for Research on Microelectronics, Photonics, and Telecom-[W1 k) W2 :k) * * *. WPg - t ,
munications (PROMPT) of Quebec. where (.)T denotes the transpose operator. After the inverse
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Transmitter Side (Collaborative Nodes) circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise vector with

covariance matrix NoIp at the jth receive antenna. Note that
. . ws v ' the rows of W(k) correspond to spatial beamforming vectors

across Mt collaborative nodes during P time slots. Assuming

Input
_ 1that the receiver has perfect knowledge of W(k) and hj(k),

Bits QAM the output of the maximum ratio combiner (MRC) at the kth
subcarrier for the jth receive antenna is given by

E{h (k)WH(k)W(k)hj(k)s(k)/ x IFFT I(kP) \
t +hHkk)WH(k) h(k)i()

_ S/P 3FFTB

L)e iswhere ( )H denotes the Hermitian transpose operator. The
SNR for subcarrier k at the rth receive antenna can be written

Reeceiver Side

/< ' -' SNR k
E

{ hjH(k)WH(k)W(k)hj(k)s(k) 2}

Fig.1. Bockdiagam f a irtal MMO-FDM systemovwihclaoatv h obNedsinaksienb

fast Fourier transfm (* hHp(k)xWHi(k)en(k) 2}

| tMRC(1)/ Es5 ()

tiest d Pt St s RC(N A t hl h h

CP is lngerthatha oftheelayspradothr c tj(k) H(k)WH(k)W(k)hj(k) (6)
/ |FFT| +RemvO2/z I; emCP iS the effective channel gain, Es = E s(k)l} and Et

F adenotes the expectation operator. With Mn receive antennas,

Fig. 1. Block diagram of a virtual MIMO-OFDM system with collaborative the tr{i} denotesthet od
beamforming. Mr

(k) =M yj (k)( (7)
fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and cyclic prefix (CP) insertion, pie
the Mt nodes cooperatively transmit OFDM symbols into the Finally, the overall effective channel gain (OECG) for the kth
radio channels. Note that one OFDM symbol is sent over P subcarrier can be expressed as
time slots due to the spreading. Assuming that the length of the Ml
CP is longer than that of the delay spread of the channel, the s (k) (k) = tr HH(k)WH(k)W(k)H(k) (8)
fast Fourier transform (FFT) output of the 'th receive antenna T r c
at the kth subcarrier can be expressed as

(k) represents the pthjtransmi bea g w t wheretat Hdenote(s the trace of a matrix and H(k) = [h(k)

the~ ~mhnd,h(k) [/W(k)h(k)s,j2(k).+ .n /M kI isk)

hm) (k) represents a complexgainatthejthreceiveant h2(k) hmi (k)]uS the Mt xMc channel matrix.
I < k < N, I < j < Mr (1)

where 111~~~~~~~~~II. ROBUST TRANSMIT BEAMFORMING FOR
COLLABORATIVE TRANSMISSION

W(k)= [w(1)(k) W(2) (k), . '(Mt)(k)] (2) In practice, perfect CSI, i.e., knowledge of fH(k) INl
fo(m)(k)wmn (k)s tc m(k)m is not available at the transmitters due to the time varying

( w(k) (k) wj(2)(k) ]T iswt (k) m condition of channels, channel estimation errors, and channel
(3) feedback dela4. Hence, the design of the beamforming matri-

l(1; (2) * ces fW(k)}k=1 must be based on the estimated CSI at the
Lwp (k) WP (k) ..wp )(k)2 transmitters. The true channel matrix for the kth subcarrier

is the beamforming (or precoding) matrix and the entry can be expressed as

w(') (k) represents the pth transmit beamforming weight atH()= (k+Ek, 1<k<N(9
th mtHod,h(k) = Hhj(k) + E(k), Ih (k) k1SN9the" frqec domai channel repos veto anAh entr whr H(k is the preume chne mari at(Ithir,sitr
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the Frobenius norm of a matrix. Hence, we can rewrite the Using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions,
OECG in (8) as the closed-form solution can be obtained as [8]
F7(k) tr (H(k) + E(k))W (k)W(k)(H (k) + E(k))} A(k) y(l k

I
( ) v(k) < d^ (k)

Considering (10) as a system performance criterion and 0, v(k) > dhA(k)
the max-min robust design approach of [8], the beamforming
matrix for the kth subcarrier can be obtained by maximizing where the constants A(k) and v(k) are chosen such that the
the minimum (worst performance over all channel errors) of total transmit power for a given subcarrler k s satisfied,I.e.,
the OECG of that subcarrier, i.e., Z d (k) p(k) and that (18) is also satisfied. Interest-

ingly, the optimal power loading solution can be interpreted
maximize m 7(k) as a form of water-filling [8].

(1) Letting n(k) C {1, 2,. , Mt} be the number of the active
subject to tr{WH (k)W(k)} < p(k) eigenmodes for the kth subcarrier and substituting (20) into

where p(k) represents the maximum available transmit power (18), we can obtain the minimum root v(k) of the following
at the kth subcarrier and 'Rk = {E(k) : IIE(k) lF < second order equation in v/(k):
£(k)} is the uncertainty region. In order to simplify the cost
function, the positive semi-definite matrices WH(k)W(k) n(k) 2

and H(k)HH(k) are expressed in terms of their eigenvalue c (k) = E dh((dk)- v(k)) (21)
decomposition (EVD) as

WH (k)W(k) = Uw(k)Dw(k)U$H (k) (12) The value of n(k) for which dh A (k) < v(k) < dhA (k)
H(k)HH(k) = Uh(k)Dh(k)UhH(k) (l3) is determined by a simple finite iteration. Then, A(k) is foundH(k)HH(k) =Uh(k)Dh(k)Ufh(k) (13) such that Enk d ~(k) =p(k).

Dw(k) = diag(dw1 (k): , dwpMt (k)) (14) Since v(k) is inversely proportional to the size of the
Dh(k) diag(dh (k), , dhmt (k)) (15) uncertainty region £(k) as in (21), the robust beamformer tends

to use more eigenmodes to transmit data as £(k) increases.
where the columns of unitary matricesUoW )W(n U dk) The robust beamformer takes full advantage of the available
are the orthonormal eigenvectors of WH(k)W(k) and estimated eigenmodes of the channel and distributes the total
H(k)H (k), respectively, and Dw(k) and Dh(k) contain transmit power across the eigenmodes in a water-filling fash-
the corresponding eigenvalues sorted in non-increasing or- ion. In contrast, the nonrobust beamformer (E(k) 0) uses
der. Considering eigen beamforming in which symbols are only the maximum eigenmode. A similar closed-form solution
transmitted along the eigenvectors of the presumed channel using convex optimization theory is found in [9]
correlation matrix H(k)HH (k), the beamforming matix for
the kth subcarrier can be expressed as IV. POWER ALLOCATION

W(k) = )(k)D 1/2 (k)U ' (k) (16)
W(k) =(h We consider power allocation strategies to distribute the

where 4 (k) is a P x Mt arbitrary maxtix whose columns are total available transmit power Po to the N subcarriers. We
orthonormal, i. e., )H(k) b(k) = I'm [5]. apply the strategies considered in [ 10], [11 ] for the nonrobust

Using the proof in [8], the method of Lagrange multipliers, design approach to the case of robust beamforming.
and the above EVDs, the minimum of the OECG under the Taking into account the partial knowledge of the CSI at the
structural constraint in (16) is obtained as transmitters, the estimated OECG at the kth subcarrier can be

Mt Ak 21 expressed as

rilliil~~ ~ ~ (kh k dw, (k)(d () A(k) F
17 (k) = z(k)p(k) (22)

where the Lagrange multiplier A(k) satisfies where z(k) tr{HH(k)WH(k)W(k)H(k)}, W(k) (1/
Mt dKk) 2 p(k))W(k) such that llW(k) lF= 1, and p(k) satisfies

2((k) d k,d^ (k)W (18) the global power constraint yktNp(k) Po. One simpledk)\dw,(k) + A(k) J= _ ) o nesml
i=1 t optimization criterion is to maximize the arithmetic mean

Then, we can rewrite the optimization problem (11) as of the estimated OECG. In this criterion, information is

maiie* mnk transmitted through only one subchannel. The system becomes
dw (k) a single carrier system that wastes the remaining bandwidth.

Mt (19) In addition, information on other subcarriers will be lost.
subject to , dw. (k) < p(k), dw, (k) . 0, Vi. Therefore, this criterion is not feasible.
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A. Maximization of Geometric Mean (GEOM) 4

Considering the maximization of the geometric mean of the
estimated OECG, we can formulate the optimization problem 3

as
2-

N
maximize E lnf(k) 1

p(k) k=1
N

subjectto Ep(k) = Po, p(k) > 0, I < k < N C 0
k=1 >1

-1 0

where ln(.) denotes the natural logarithm. The solution is a -2
uniform power allocation over all subcarriers:

p(k)=
PO

(23)lN ~~~~~~~~~~~-31

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
x-axis(m)

B. Maximization of Harmonic Mean (HARM) Fig. 2. Location of collaborative nodes
Consider the maximization of the harmonic mean of the

estimated OECG. The optimization problem can be expressed
in the equivalent form as

fd (Doppler frequency) = 10Hz, and 16-QAM signal constel-

minimize N 1 lation with a normalized energy, i.e., Es = E{ s(k) 21 = 1.
p(k) __ (k) The transmission channels between the collaborative nodes

N and the receiver are generated using a statistical multi-path
subjectto E p(k) = Po, p(k) > 0, I < k < N. vector channel simulator [12]. For simulations, we assume

that the channel is fixed for a frame but can vary between
successive frames. Furthermore, we assume that the estimated
CSIs {H(k)}IN1 are only available at the transmitters and

p(k) = P 1 (24) the uncertainty matrices {E(k)}k=1 are generated using com-

Zi=1 Z () 2z(k) plex Gaussian independent and identically distributed matrices
C. Maximization ofMinimum (MAXMIN) whose entries have zero mean and variance a2 = 0.4. WithoutC. Maximization of Minimum (MAXMIN) e

loss of generality, the estimated CSI matrices are normalized
The performance of the OFDM system can be substantially to 1 such that 0 < {c(k)}IN < 1. As in [8], we consider

degraded by the subchannels with low SNRs. Similar to the h z f h uN
robut bemfomingdesin aproah, w ca maxmizethe the sizes of the uncertainty region {(k) k=1 as robust designrobust beamforming design approach, we can maximize the parameters. At low SNRs, the performance of the system is

minimum of theestimatedOECG,imainly dominated by the noise. It is sufficient to use small
maximize min F(k) values of c(k) such that the nonrobust beamforming is applied.

p(k) N In contrast, at high SNRs, the mismatch between the presumed
subject to E p(k) = Po, p(k) > 0, 1 < k < N. and true CSIs is the dominant factor that degrades the system

k=1 performance. Hence, larger values of £(k) should be used.
Fig. 3 shows the uncoded symbol error rate (SER) averaged

The solution is then given by over 5000 Monte-Carlo runs. In this simulation, we linearly
PO 1 increase {E(k)}N from 0 to 0.95 over the Es/No range of 10

p(k) ZN 1(i) z(k) (25) to 17dB. In case of the equal power allocation strategy among
subcarriers (GEOM), it can be seen that the robust beamformer
offers performance gains over the conventional one-directional

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS (1-D) beamformer and the equal-power beamformer (transmit
We consider 4 collaborative nodes (Mt = 4) in the x- power is evenly distributed among all eigenmodes), which are

y plane and a receiver with 2 antennas (Mr = 2) located the nonrobust approaches. This is due to the fact that the robust
in the far-field along the direction of X= 00, where the beamformer effectively distributes the transmit power among
azimuth angle Xb is measured from the i-axis. Fig. 2 shows the available estimated eigenmodes of the channel whereas the 1-
location of the collaborative nodes. The simulation parameters D beamformer uses only the maximum estimated eigenmode
are: N =64, CP length =16, L (Channel length) =3, B and the equal-power beamformer does not utilize the CSI. It
(system bandwidth) =20Mhz, fc (carrier frequency) =5GHz, is evident that combining HARM and MAXMIN power allo-
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Channel Norm vs. Frequency GEOM (Equal) Power Allocation
10 2.5

4

-12; -'-. 2 |true E os1aw10X presumed O~0
a: < -s \ ~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~20406020 40 60

o 10- '4 Frequency bin (k) Frequency bin (k)
w~~~~~~~~HARM Power Allocation MAXMIN Power Allocation

o10 1-D+..O5
0 Equal Power LoaDing +GEOM E\ \ \

Robust + GEOM t15

10 5 | Robust + MAXMIN(estimated OECG) preE1|ed
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10 C~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ C
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E'IN (dB) Frequency bin (k) Frequency bin (k)

Fig. 3. SER versus E/No (Mt = 4, M 2, 16-QAM). Fig. 4. Power allocation strategies (PM = 64W).

cation strategies with the robust beamformer can substantially 02
increase the system performance by injecting more power to 0.18 EqualPPowerrLoading
subchannels experiencing deep fades as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. , - Robust Beamforming
Fig. 4 shows the allocated power to the N subcarriers when theE
total transmit power is P0 =64W. The top left figure shows 0.14 |z
the Frobenius norm of the true channel H(k)F and the 0 12
presumed channel llH(k)llF for a given channel realization. X 01 5 ,1tll)Ffoagvenhannlrelizaion

The top right figure shows GEOM(Equal) power allocation. t - 11 ,i l

3 0

The bottom left and right figures show the HARM and 008
MAXMIN power allocation strategies, respectively. However, 006 E
i tshould be noted that power allocation strategies based on 0.04 2 13 14 15 16 lperfect CSI (perfect OECG) can further improve the system

performance by approximately 2dB at high SNRs as shown in 00 - i
Fig. 3. 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

Fig. 5 depicts the probability density function (pdf) of the SqRnatthekMRCuoutputb(dB)
SNR at the MRC output of the receiver when Es /No =17dB,
k = 40. Note that the vertical lines represent the corresponding Fig. 5. SNR pdf at the MRC output (Es/No = 17dB, k = 40).
SNR means and the pdf is obtained from 50000 Monte-Carlo
runs. This figure verifies that the 1-D beamformer is optimal in
terms of the expected SNR. However, the SER performance of each OFDM subcarrier, the robust beamformer transmits com-
the 1-D beamformer is poor as seen in the previous simulation. plex symbols along the eigenmodes of the estimated channel
This is because the SER performance is dominated by worst- correlation matrix with the water-filling-type power distribu-
case errors (performance). Thus, maximizing the expected tion. It has been shown that the robust beamformer offers
SNR may not guarantee the lowest SER performance. The performance gains over the conventional one-directional and
SNR variance must be kept as small as possible to improve equal-power beamformers and provides a tradeoff between the
the SER [5]. The robust beamformer indeed provides a tradeoff SNR mean and SNR variance. Moreover, numerical simulation
between the SNR mean and SNR variance by maximizing results have shown that in the presence of CSI errors simple
worst-case performance. power allocation strategies among subcarriers further improve

the system performance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
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